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A modulation scheme in ivhich the transmission path length of the mm-
wave signal is digitally modulated by means of a PIN diode switch has been

proposed for the waveguide transmission system. To demonstrate the

feasibility of this proposal, a complete transmitter has been developed in the

50 ~ 60-GHz range, consisting of an IMPATT oscillator, circulator, PIN
diode switch, and its driver circuit. The model can handle signals at 800

Mb/s and deliver 100 mW of modulated power at the output. This paper

describes the design considerations of each component in detail, together

with the experimental results.

I. INTRODUCTION

The availability of mm-wave silicon IMPATT diodes
1

with several

hundred milliwatts of output power makes practical the construction of

reliable all-solid-state mm-wave communication systems. Several

candidate schemes have been proposed.
2-9

They can be divided into two

broad categories, depending on whether the modulation is achieved

within the oscillator circuit or separately.

The varactor tuned oscillator and the direct deviator are examples of

achieving the modulation within the oscillator.

A method by which the path length of the mm-wave is modulated by a

PIN diode switch is described in this paper and is an example of exter-

nally modulating a fixed-frequency oscillator. It represents the best

compromise with respect to the required driving power, insertion loss,

speed, and power handling capability at mm-waVe frequencies. In

particular, we have concentrated on two-level Path Length Switched

Differentially Coherent Phase Shift Keying, in short, PLS-DCPSK.
This paper describes the development of an experimental mm-wave
PLS-DCPSK transmitter in the 50 ~ 60-GHz range. The model is

2917
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capable of handling signals at a rate of 300 Mb/s and delivers 100 mW
of modulated power at the output port.

II. PLS-DCPSK

The principle of PLS-DCPSK is best illustrated by referring to Fig. 1.

The mm-wave power from a fixed oscillator is fed into a PIN diode

switch through a circulator. When the switch is closed, the wave is

reflected at the diode position, and when it is open, the wave is reflected

at the short circuit a quarter-wavelength behind the diode. The phase

of the transmitted mm-wave, therefore, changes by 180 degrees when-

ever the switch changes its state
10,11

corresponding to incoming signal

"1" as illustrated in Fig. 2. At the receiver, the RF phases one time

interval (3.33 ns for 300-megabaud signals) apart are compared by means

of a delay line and hybrid circuits. When the phase difference is 180

degrees the detector output becomes "1" and when there is no phase

difference, the output becomes "0." Thus, the receiver output becomes a

duplicate of the original signal. In addition to the phase switching, the

amplitude can be modulated to send, for example, a timing signal, if so

desired.

The two principal advantages of this modulation scheme are sepa-

ration of generation and modulation functions, and digital operation of

the modulator. Because of the first feature, the oscillator and modulator

can be optimized independently. No compromises are required between

conflicting factors in the oscillator design, such as low Q for modulation

sensitivity and high Q for low noise and frequency stability. The

oscillation frequency can be made very stable and the oscillation noise

low by using a high Q stable oscillator circuit. Should a more efficient

TRANSMITTER RECEIVER

ONE TIME SLOT
DELAY LINE

Fig. 1—A schematic diagram of PLS-DCPSK transmitter and receiver.
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Fig. 2—The RF phase <p and the detector output V in relation with the input and
output signals.

oscillator (with the same output power) be developed in the future, the
original oscillator can be replaced by the new one without redesigning

the modulator, since it is independent of the oscillator tuning characteris-

tics. Because of the digital operation, the characteristics of the modulator
are not sensitive to small changes in the environmental temperature or

in the bias voltage. The modulator has additional flexibility: by adding
a 90-degree phase switch, we can extend the two-level operation of

PLS-DCPSK to four-level operation, increasing the information rate

by a factor of two.

On the other hand, the path length modulator system needs two
semiconductor devices: an IMPATT diode and a PIN diode, plus a
circulator or a 3-dB coupler. In addition, we have to accept an insertion

loss due to the modulator, which in the 50 ~ 60-GHz range is of the

order of 1 dB.

In the following sections, we discuss, in turn, the oscillator, the

circulator, the PIN diode, and the driver circuit.

III. THE OSCILLATOR

It is possible to build mm-wave IMPATT oscillators with sufficient

output power for mm-wave communication systems by providing several

tuning elements and adjusting them by trial and error. However,
frequency jumps and sudden increases of noise being common during
the circuit and bias adjustment, it is difficult to predict the performance
of such oscillators or to establish a systematic tuning procedure. These
complications occur when the impedance locus Z(u) intersects the
device line Z(A) more than once, indicating more than one possible

mode of oscillation. [Z(u) is the circuit impedance presented to the
device and Z{A) is the negative of the device impedance as a function of
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the RF current amplitude A.] For a stable oscillator circuit with pre-

dictable performance,
12

the impedance locus must intersect the device

line once and only once over the active frequency range of the device.

Attempts to realize such an oscillator circuit with lossless elements have

not succeeded, and hence the lossless restriction is relaxed.

We will next describe the evolution of an equivalent circuit which

gives a suitable impedance locus.

3.1 Equivalent Circuit and Hardware

In the design of oscillator circuits, a dc bias has to be applied to the

diode. The bias connection inevitably forms a part of the RF circuit, so

it is desirable to select a geometric form whose microwave transmission

properties are well known. This leads one to choose a uniform two-

conductor transmission line shown in Fig. 3a. In this form, the open-

circuit to the right will cause an undesired frequency dependent re-

flection; the only way to prevent this is to add a matched termination

shown in Fig. 3b as Z , This approach is legitimate only if the useful

load, which may be thought of as coupled in some way to the trans-

mission line, presents a series resistance much higher than the char-

acteristic impedance of the transmission line. This situation is depicted

in Fig. 3c. A small fraction of the output power may be wasted in the

bias line termination, but in return we obtain a truly single-tuned

stable circuit free from multiple-intersections between the impedance

locus and the device line.
13 " 15 A similar approach was first used by

E. T. Harkless.
16

Since we require operation only at a single frequency and need a high

BIAS CURRENT

(a)

:&Hb
R»Z

(c) aU id;

Fig. 3—Step-by-step construction of the equivalent circuit.
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resistance at the operation frequency, the natural approach is to make
the load in Fig. 3c look like a parallel resonant circuit as shown in

Fig. 3d. The combined impedance, load and termination, has an im-

pedance locus like the solid circle on the Smith chart of Fig. 4; at

resonance the resistance of the load circuit is much greater than Z
while away from resonance only the termination is effective. On this

chart, we have also shown the device line and the optimum operating

point. In order to reach this point at resonance, we first change the

diameter of the resonance circle, in this case to the dotted one at the

right. Secondly, we interpose a length / of the uniform transmission

line, displacing the circle by an angle 6 = 4wl/\ (X = wavelength)

clockwise about the center of the chart to the required point. The
clockwise rotation is easy to understand. To explain the change of circle

diameter, let us expand the parallel resonant load in a more realistic

form. Referring to Fig. 5, it takes a form of a high Q microwave cavity,

coupled by some coupling K2 into the main waveguide, and itself

coupled at K x onto the transmission line. The external Q of the oscil-

lator will be almost exactly the loaded Q of this cavity. The loaded Q
must be much smaller than the unloaded Q, in order to minimize the

power wasted in the cavity and to maximize the circuit efficiency.

The external loading is adjusted by K 2 , leaving K v to control the

diameter of the impedance circle. As K t is tightened, the diameter

of the circle increases; thus K
x

is in the nature of a power optimizing

element. However, it may happen that K x has some natural maximum
and we may still not have enlarged the circle diameter enough to reach

the optimum operating point. Then, it is necessary to move the optimum
operating point towards the center of the chart, which can be accom-

Fig. 4—Impendance locus looking from reference plane .4 in Fig. 3d and device line.

The optimum operating point is indicated by x.
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Fig. 5—Oscillator equivalent circuit.

plished by inserting a transformer close to the diode in such a way

as to improve its effective resistance level by a factor of two or three.

It was necessary to do this for the mm-wave diodes.

Figure 6 shows a physical realization of the equivalent circuit. The

transmission line is shown as a terminated coaxial line of about 50 fi

impedance with a place for the IMPATT diode; it passes through a

half-wavelength rectangular waveguide cavity which is coupled by

an iris to the output waveguide, K2 . The coupling if, is adjustable

over a limited range by a movable short-circuit placed immediately

behind the center conductor. Figure 7 is the actual circuit used at

57 GHz. It has some features not shown in Fig. 6: the transformer

previously mentioned is inserted immediately above the diode, and

the length I of transmission line is adjusted by means of spacers, so

shaped that mechanical pressure gives good electrical contact to avoid

losses. The quartz rod serves to compensate the cavity resonance for

changes in temperature and, independently, as a fine frequency control.

The rectangular waveguide cavity resonates in the TE 10 i mode.

The cavity will also resonate in higher modes such as TE 20 i ,
TE 102 ,

etc. However, at these resonant frequencies, the impedance locus

Z(w) will be located so far from the device line that no multiple inter-

sections will occur. This is because the rotation 6 = 4irl/X of the resonant

impedance is now too large (small values of X) and overshoots the

position of the device line at the corresponding frequencies. Also,

the coupling coefficients K x and K2 for most higher modes do not lead

to intersection of the circuit impedance with the device line. At the

higher resonant frequencies the diode will cease to show a negative

resistance.
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Fig. 6—Hardware around the equivalent circuit of Fig. 5.
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Fig. 7—Oscillator structure.
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Fig. 8—Impedance seen at diode position on X-band model for two values of the

transmission line length.

3.2 Experimental Results

In order to check that the mechanical configuration shown in Fig. 6

gives the desired impedance locus, a scale model was built in X-band

and a network analyzer was used to measure the impedance seen from

the diode terminals. The examples in Fig. 8 show that we obtained

the smooth single-tuned behavior desired. Figure 9 shows how the

mm-wave oscillator output power and frequency varied with the

position of the sliding short; there is a power optimum at about 0.3 mm,

and the frequency actually rises as the short is withdrawn. The more

JO f/
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DISTANCE OF MOVEABLE SHORT FROM LINE

Fig. 9—Output power and frequency vs short position.
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extensive impedance measurements on the X-band model show that

such behavior is to be expected.

Results from a variety of mm-wave diodes are listed in Table I.

The bias current was adjusted to produce 125 ~ 130 mW. The diode

temperature was measured by momentarily pulsing down the bias

voltage and measuring the breakdown voltage, which is a function of

the diode temperature. The efficiencies are somewhat low because

the diodes were being operated well below the current density needed

for maximum efficiency. The external Q's were of the order of 100.

Should a higher external Q be desired, further improvement of the

unloaded Q of the cavity would be necessary. However, the performance

of these oscillators was already quite satisfactory for this application.

IV. THE CIRCULATOR

A symmetrical three-port junction circulates when the reflection

coefficients of its three characteristic excitations are of the same mag-

nitude and are mutually phase displaced by 27r/3 radians. These

excitations are the eigenvectors of the junction scattering matrix,

and the reflection coefficients are the corresponding eigenvalues.
17

One excitation has its components in phase in all three ports. The
other two have their components displaced by 27r/3 radians from port,

to port, and rotate in opposite directions. The reflection coefficients

are determined by the internal modes associated with these excitations

and by their interaction with the enclosed ferrite.

In the compact turnstile circulator,
18

dielectric spacers are used to

couple the rotating excitations to circularly polarized modes which

propagate along the ferrite axis. These modes experience different

permeabilities when the ferrite is magnetized, and the phases of their

reflection coefficients are essentially determined by the ferrite length

Table I

—

Typical Characteristics of IMPATT Oscillator

Power Efficiency Current Temp. Af/AT Freq.
Diode No. mW /f mA °C kI-Iz/°C GHz

1 125 3.S 150 175 —
•> 125 3.7 150 175 — —
3 125 3.3 105 230 +200 57.4
4 125 4.1 142 210 -100 56.4
5 125 3.0 142 210 — 57.4
6 130 5.3 100 225 -600* 57.4

* Insufficient quartz damping length.
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and applied magnetic field. They are affected only slightly by the

ferrite diameter. The in-phase excitation, on the other hand, cannot

couple to an axially propagating mode. It sees the ferrite simply as a

dielectric resonator, and the phase of its reflection coefficient is largely

determined by the ferrite diameter. By adjusting the ferrite length,

diameter, and applied magnetic field, the three reflection coefficients

may be phase displaced from one another by 27r/3 radians and circulator

operation is achieved.

A cross section of the circulator developed for the path length modu-

lator is shown in Fig. 10. The ferrite was recessed into the metal junction

both to provide a secure mount and to assure its symmetrical dis-

position. An air gap was used to provide the dielectric discontinuity

required to couple the rotating excitations to axially propagating

modes. The use of air simplified the coupling adjustment in development

and avoided any dependence on dielectric properties such as loss and

dielectric constant. A quarter-wave transformer was used as an aid

in matching into the junction.

The ferrite chosen was a nickel-zinc material with a 5000-gauss

saturation magnetization. The ferrite diameter and length were ap-

proximately 3/4 wavelengths and 5/4 wavelengths respectively, as

measured in the infinite ferrite medium. The circulator could in principle

operate with any odd number of quarter wavelengths for the ferrite

length. In this case the rectangular waveguide height dictated the

choice of 5/4 wavelengths. A biasing field of approximately 600 gauss

was required.

The measured characteristics are shown in Fig. 11. Isolation of

20 dB was achieved over a 4-percent bandwidth, and the insertion

loss was less than 0.25 dB across this band.

TRANS-
FORMER

^%^-RECESS

Fig. 10—Circulator cross section.
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FREQUENCY IN GHZ

Fig. 11—Circulator characteristics.

V. THE PIN DIODE

PIN diodes can support RF current substantially greater than the

forward bias current. In the reverse bias state, the capacitance per

unit area of PIN diodes is relatively small and independent of the

bias voltage. This means that the impedance level of the switch circuit

can be made relatively high (for a specified power handling capability)

and the switch characteristic is approximately independent of the

bias voltage. Neither Schottky barrier diodes nor p-n junction diodes

have these desirable features.

Schottky barrier diodes will probably provide the fastest switching

action among available semiconductor devices. However, when a

switching time of the order of a half ns is acceptable, PIN diodes are

superior with respect to power handling capability, insertion loss,

impedance level, and harmonic content. The use of a transferred-

electron diode
19 '""

or avalanche diode as a switching element cannot

be justified in our case because of the high driving power required;

for these devices, high bias current and high voltage must be applied

simultaneously.

We now discuss the design of a PIN diode for the mm-wave switch

application.
21

5.1 Design

The design of the PIN diode is so intimately related to both the

driver and the mm-wave circuit that the three must be jointly designed.
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The i layer thickness of the diode is primarily determined by the

available pulse voltage from the driver. A pulse amplitude of the order

of 10 V is a reasonable target for any transistorized driver for mm-wave
repeater applications. Then the RF peak voltage one can apply to the

reverse biased PIN diode without introducing too much loss is also

approximately 10 V; so the breakdown voltage must be larger than

20 V to realize the full advantage of the available driver pulse voltage.

Taking into account possible field nonuniformity in the i layer, especially

during the switching transient, a breakdown voltage of 40 V was

considered to be a good objective. Since the breakdown field is 2 X 10
5

V/cm in silicon, 40 V breakdown voltage requires a 2 n thick i layer.

The cross-sectional area of the diode is determined by the practical

impedance level of the mm-wave circuit. In order to get 180-degree

phase differences with equal insertion losses in the two switching

states, the real and imaginary parts of the mm-wave circuit impedance

presented to the diode must each be approximately one-half of the

impedance of the i layer capacitance, assuming that the series resistance

stays the same in the two states [see equation (5) in Appendix]. Suppose

that we can present approximately (50 + j 50)12 to the diode without

introducing too much loss, then the desired 1/wC is 100 fi or C is ap-

proximately 0.026 pF at 60 GHz. With a 2 nm thick i layer, the diode

diameter is calculated to be of the order of 25 /im.

Now, we have to check the power handling capability of the 180-

degree phase switch. A simple equivalent circuit shows that, if the

RF voltage swing across the i layer is limited to ±10 V as previously

assumed, the switch can handle about 125 mW provided that the

forward bias state can support sufficient RF current (see Appendix).

In the forward bias state the diode should be almost short circuited.

The peak RF current under this condition is calculated to be approxi-

mately 100 mA. This value of RF current can be used to determine

the forward bias current and is considered next.

Suppose that the carrier (electron) velocity is 10° cm/s (about

one-tenth of the saturation velocity), then the transit time for the

2 /im thick layer becomes 0.2 ns. The required forward bias current

is equal to the peak RF current multiplied by the ratio of the electron

transit time to lifetime (neglecting the contribution of holes to the

RF current). If we assume the lifetime to be about 10 ns, the forward

bias current is calculated to be 2 mA which is a quite reasonable value

for a transistorized driver. However, before fixing the bias current,

it is necessary to check the RF series resistance of the i layer. If the

electron mobility in the i layer is conservatively assumed to be 1000
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cm 2

/V-s, t the RF field corresponding to a velocity of 10° cm/s is 1000

V/cm; thus, the RF voltage across the i layer is 0.2 V, and the RF
resistance of the i layer under the forward bias condition is 2 Q, which

is rather high. To reduce the series resistance, the bias current has to

be increased. In fact, bias current up to 10 mA is used depending on

the wafer. The corresponding RF series resistance is about 0.4 £2.

Finally, we have to check the switching times. The forward switching

time is limited by the i layer thickness divided by the saturation

velocity. This is about 20 ps. After the carriers reach the other sides

of the i layer, it takes a relatively long time (of the order of lifetime)

before steady state is reached. However, during this period the RF
impedance does not change appreciably and for all practical purposes

the forward switching time of the PIN diode is negligible compared

to the time constant of transistorized drivers. The reverse switching

time is determined by how quickly the charge stored in the i layer

can be removed. Since the stored charge is given by the forward bias

current multiplied by the lifetime of the carriers, the reverse switching

time is given by the product of the lifetime and ratio of the forward

bias current to the driving current.
22

If we assume 10 V pulse height

and 20 Q, output impedance for the driver, the initial driving current

becomes 500 mA, so that a reverse switching time of the order of a

half nanosecond should be achievable.

In the above calculation, it is assumed that the diode works as a

PIN diode rather than a p-n junction diode. The validity of this as-

sumption may be questioned because of the extremely thin i layer.

Fortunately, the forward dc characteristic, the backward capacitance

characteristic, and the RF behavior all indicate that most of the diodes

are working as PIN diodes in the bias range mentioned above.

It is assumed that the RF current distribution is uniform over the

entire cross section. Since the resistivity to give 0.4 9. RF series re-

sistance with the given dimensions is calculated to be 0.01 fi-cm and

the corresponding skin depth approximately 20 nva, the uniform current

assumption seems to be appropriate.

Finally, the above calculation is based on an assumed lifetime of

10 us. If the lifetime is longer, the forward bias current should be

decreased to get similar switching characteristics. If it is shorter, the

bias current should be increased. In fact, our experiments indicate

that the lifetime varies over a wide range from one wafer to another

No particular significance should be attached to this value used for the rough
estimate of the RF resistance.
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and the bias current is best determined experimentally after diodes

are fabricated.

5.2 Fabrication

In the preceding discussion of PIN diode design, we have neglected

the detrimental effects of contact resistance, substrate resistance,

and resistance in doping tails. The substrate resistance is kept low

by minimizing its thickness, and the contact resistance by optimizing

metallization and bonding techniques. The doping tails occur in practice

at both ends of the i layer, where ideally we would prefer abrupt transi-

tions to the p and n regions. In the reverse biased state, these doping

tails are not completely depleted and present a relatively high re-

sistance in series with the i layer capacitance. To reduce this effect,

the fabrication of the diode should be such that the doping tails are

short compared to the total thickness of the i layer which is 2 /*m in

our case.

The actual fabrication of diodes starts with the expitaxial growth

of the 2 fim thick i layer on an arsenic-doped silicon substrate with

resistivity about 0.001 O-cm. The transport reaction responsible for

the expitaxial growth is hydrogen reduction of SiCl 4 . Special care

must be taken to use a high-resistivity silicon susceptor to achieve

a relatively high resistivity of the order of 10 Q-cm in the i layer. The
substrate is kept at 1170°C. The typical doping tail obtained is 0.4 ~
0.6 jum long, which seems to be acceptable for switches at least in the

50 ~ 60-GHz range.

Boron is then diffused to a depth of 0.25 nm by placing the slice in

a furnace at N7f>°(' for (10 minutes. The relatively low temperature

and short time are used both to prevent further out-diffusion from the

highly doped substrate into the i layer and to make the doping profile

sharp on the p side.

The substrate is then lapped to a thickness of approximately 10 ^m,

The stresses developed by lapping are removed by a light etch. The
slice must then be thoroughly cleaned before metallization. Extreme

care must be exercised in this step; otherwise, good metal adherence
o

will not be achieved in the subsequent process. After cleaning, 200 A
of titanium and 1000 A of gold are evaporated on both sides of the

slice. The gold is then plated up to a thickness of 5 jim. A photoresist

pattern of approximately 70-jum diameter dots is applied and the slice

is etched apart into diode chips.

Each diode is then thermocompression bonded onto a burnished,
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gold-plated copper stud 3.2 mm in diameter, using a pressure of 700

Kg/cm2
at about 330°C. These parameters have been carefully optimized

by experiment. Two quartz standoffs, metallized on the top and bottom

surfaces, are also bonded to the stud as close as possible to the diode.

These standoffs are connected to the diode with a short thin gold ribbon.

The diode is then etched to the final diameter and baked in a nitrogen

atmosphere to dry it thoroughly. This completes the diode fabrication.

Figure 12 shows an electron microscope picture of a finished diode.

The silicon has been etched back to an appropriate diameter and

appears as the black column at the center. The discs at both ends of

the column are thin gold dots. To distinguish the top and bottom of

the diode, the bottom disc is made squarish. The gold ribbon is bonded

on the upper circular disc.

5.3 The Diode Mount

As we mentioned earlier, the 180-degree phase shift is obtained when

the waveguide impedance, transformed to a value determined by the

diode impedance, is presented to the diode. Since the external circuit

Fig. 12—Electron microscope picture of a PIN diode.
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Fig. 13—Schematic diagram of the diode mount.

is connected to the diode at the top of the quartz standoffs and it is

not obvious what kind of transformation is performed by that part

of the circuit (consisting of the gold ribbon and the standoffs), the

diode mount is designed in such a way as to permit all possible impedance

transformations. The diode is mounted at one end of a coaxial line

cross coupled to a short-circuited waveguide as illustrated in Fig. 13.

The other end of the coaxial line is terminated by a low-pass filter

through which the bias voltage is applied to the diode. Assuming that

both the filter position and the waveguide short are adjustable, let

us consider the impedance looking into the coaxial line from the diode

position. An equivalent circuit of the coaxial-to-waveguide junction

is shown in Fig. 14. The coaxial line is in series with the waveguide

a—

SHORT-CIRCUIT

Fig. 14—Equivalent circuit of coaxial-to-waveguide symmetrical junctions.
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which is in turn a parallel connection of the characteristic admittance

Y = G and some susceptance due to B and the short-circuited wave-

guide. From this equivalent circuit, the possible range of impedance

which is realizable at reference plane A by adjusting the waveguide

short and the coaxial filter position is given by the shaded area in the

Smith chart of Fig. 15. If we avoid the coaxial position too close to the

waveguide sidewall, G becomes less than one. Thus, any impedance

on the Smith chart becomes realizable at the diode position (which

is also adjustable along the coaxial line).

A cross section of the actual diode mount is shown in Fig. 16. The
tuning spacers are replaceable and the retaining screws secure good

electrical contact. The coaxial line is located about a quarter of the

waveguide width off the center in order to reduce B and X in Fig. 14

so that the circuit adjustment becomes less critical.

5.4 Diode Characteristics

The same type of diode mount is used for the diode Q measurement.

The quality factor Q of switching diodes is defined by23

Q =
Z\ Zo

where Z { and Z2 are the diode impedances under the reverse and forward

bias conditions to be used in the switch (+10 mA forward and — 10 V

Fig. 15—Possible range of impedance at reference A in Fig. 14 (solid line G < 1,

dotted line G > 1).
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Fig. 16—PIN diode mount for ISO-degree phase switch.

reverse in our case) and i\ and r2 are the real parts of Z x and Z2 . The

best PIN diode yet tested showed Q to be about 40 at 57 GHz, cor-

responding to an insertion loss of about 0.4 dB for a 180-degree phase

shifter. In addition to Q, we usually measure the breakdown voltage

at a reverse current of 0.1 /xA, the packaged capacitance at —10 V,

and the dc incremental resistance at 10 mA and 100 mA of forward

bias current. Table II shows typical results. The correlation between Q
and the incremental resistance is fair.

VI. THE DRIVER

A high-speed driver circuit is needed to activate the PIN diode

switch. It is also necessary to convert the input binary information

into a differential binary signal before driving the PIN diode as is

evident from Fig. 2. A driver circuit which incorporates a step-recovery

diode pulse generator, a high-speed flip-flop, and a high-speed pulse

amplifier was developed. A detailed description of the circuit and of
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Table II

—

Typical Characteristics of PIN Diode

Packaged Forward Resistance (ft)

BV Capacitance
Diode No. Q (V) (pF) at 10 mA at 100 mA

1 35 42 0.087 3.3 0.3
2 25 30 0.098 11.8 1.3

3 20 42 0.104 6.6 1.0

4 30 42 0.086 4.2 0.9
5 40 42 0.100 5.0 0.35

experimental results obtained with the complete path length modulator

follows.

6.1 Circuit Description

A block diagram of the driver circuit is shown in Fig. 17. The high-

speed flip-flop circuit requires that the trigger pulse be narrow (=1.2 ns).

The step-recovery diode pulse generator provides this narrow pulse

to ensure reliable triggering of the flip-flop. The flip-flop converts the

binary information into a differential binary signal. This signal is then

amplified to drive the PIN diode switch which shifts the phase of the

RF carrier by 180 degrees.

The step-recovery diode pulse generator and the high-speed flip-flop

were originally designed by D. Koehler
21

and modified by T. O'Shea

and W. E. Ballentine. The technique they used to obtain the high-

speed operation of the flip-flop was the utilization of pulse routing

which provides a sufficiently high-current trigger source. Also, an

emitter follower was used in the collector-to-base feedback loop of the

flip-flop to provide a base current spike necessary for fast switching

without overloading the collector circuit.

The complete driver schematic is shown in Fig. 18. The binary

input is applied to the pulse generator which consists of a charge-

storage step-recovery diode Di and a Schottky barrier diode D 2 .

Diode D2 provides a forward-current charging path for the step-recovery

TV STEP-RECOVERY
DIODE PULSE
GENERATOR

HIGH-SPEED
FLIP-FLOP

HIGH-SPEED
PULSE

AMPLIFIER

PIN
DIODE
SWITCH

O---1

Fig. 17—Block diagram of the driver circuit.
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Fig. 18—Schematic diagram of the driver circuit.

diode. A negative input pulse will cut D2 off and remove the charge

stored in Dj to obtain the step-recovery effect. The common base

amplifier (Qs) amplifies the resulting fast pulse. This provides a

trigger pulse of about 1.2 ns width and 10 mA amplitude, which drives

the steering transistors (Q, A and Qi B)- The state of the flip-flop is

fed back to the steering transistors by level shifting diodes D 3 and D4 .

The trigger pulse is then routed to the emitter followers (Q3 or Q4)

which provide the base current spike to switch the flip-flop transistors

(Q2A or Q 2 b)- The flip-flop output is then applied to the pulse amplifiers

(Q6 and Q7 ).

In order to drive the PIN diode from forward conduction to reverse

bias, the driver circuit is floated by a voltage corresponding to the

diode reverse voltage (VR ). The output drive transistor operates
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basically as a switch. When the flip-flop output is zero, the transistor

is forward-biased by VBB and the reverse voltage VR is applied to the

PIN diode. When the flip-flop output is — 1 V, this provides a negative

bias which turns off the drive transistor and the PIN diode is forward-

biased. The forward current is determined by the difference between

VC c and VR .

The output drive amplifier requires fairly high collector breakdown

voltage BVce and maximum collector current Ic mnx ratings which

are difficult parameters to meet for a high-speed switching transistor.

However, by paralleling two transistors, an adequate Ic max rating was

obtained. Also, by proper selection, transistors having similar current

gain /3 and sufficient BVC e rating were obtained for the parallel pair.

The average power dissipation is low because of the short time spent

in the active region and because of the low values of grounded-emitter

saturation voltage VC E( Ba t) and collector leakage current ICo • For a

continuous train of input pulses at a 300-megabaud rate, the average

power dissipation is approximately 20 mW in each transistor.

Improvement in the speed of the output pulse amplifier was ac-

complished by peaking the base current with an RC network in the

Fig. 19—A photograph of the driver.
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base circuit. Reasonably close starting values for R b and Cb were

calculated by the standard formula.
25

These values were then adjusted

experimentally to obtain the optimum waveshape. Typical values

for Rb and Cb are 360 ft and 100 pF. This provides an output waveform

with rise and fall times of less than 1 ns and a voltage swing of 10 volts.

These circuits were constructed on epoxy glass printed circuit boards

and mounted on a brass frame. Standard discrete high-frequency

components are used. A photograph of the complete driver is shown

in Fig. 19. A fully developed version of the driver would use hybrid

integrated circuit techniques.

6.2 Experimental Results

In order to measure the speed of RF switching, the driver is connected

to the PIN diode which is used as a transmission on-off switch. A
typical result is shown in Fig. 20. RF switching times from the reverse

to forward state and forward to reverse state are approximately 0.5 ns.

The amplitude characteristic of the 180-degree phase switch can

be checked by monitoring the mm-wave output directly with a crystal

detector. Figure 21 shows such a detector output. This indicates that

the imbalance of the insertion losses in the two switching states is less

than 0.2 dB. Further testing of the PLS-DCPSK modulator is done

using a differential phase detector which compares the RF phases

one time interval apart. The block diagram of this equipment is shown

in Fig. 22 and a photograph in Fig. 23. The input signal to the differential

phase detector is split by hybrid No. 1 and in one branch the delay line

stores a pulse for one time interval (3.33 ns for 300-megabaud signals).

The output hybrid No. 2 compares the phase of this previous pulse with

the following pulse as was explained in Section II.

To demonstrate that the complete path length modulator performs

properly at a 300-Mb/s rate, a simple word generator was constructed

using high-speed pulse circuitry. Good reproduction of the input words

REVERSE

^^^^^^^^^^^^^ FORWARD

2 ns

Fig. 20—Detected output of the PIN diode on-off switch.
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0° 180° 0° 180° 0°

-I k 2 ns

Fig. 21—Amplitude characteristic of 180-degree phase switch (circulator loss

included).

was obtained at the output. The example of Fig. 24 shows the input

waveform to the flip-flop circuit and the output waveform from the

phase detector, corresponding to the pattern 000111000111 • • . The

average power consumption of the driver is about 0.8 W.
Table III summarizes the characteristics of the path length modu-

lators that have been built.

VII. CONCLUSION

Considering the various factors involved in the design of mm-wave

solid-state repeater systems, including the present state of device

technology, the path length modulator has been proposed as one of

o W

WV X
INPUT

Fig. 22—A block diagram of the mm-wave phase detector.
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BINARY WORD
INPUT

OUTPUT

—
*1 f*— 5ns

Fig. 24—Input and detected output waveform of the path length modulator.

the most promising practical modulation schemes in the mm-wave
range. To demonstrate the feasibility of this proposal, three models,

each consisting of an IMPATT oscillator, circulator, PIN diode switch,

and its driver circuit were built. The experimental results show that

the path length modulator can handle signals at 300 Mb/s. The total

Table III

—

Path Length Modulator Characteristics

Characteristic Model I
+ Model II Model III

Oscillator

Frequency 56.4 GHz 56.4 GHz 57.4 GHz
Output Power 85 m\Y 135 mW 13S mW
Efficiency 2.2 % 4.1% 4.2%
Temperature Coefficient — -250 kHz/°C -150kHz/°C

Isolator

Insertion Loss* 1 .0 (IB <0.3dB <0.3dB

Modulator
Switch 0.7 (IB 0.5 dB 0.6 dB

Insertion Loss
Circulator ()..

r
> dB 0.5 dB 0.5 dB

Output Power SO mW 100 mW 100 mW
Switching Time 5

To Forward 1 .7 ns <0.S ns <0.8 ns
To Reverse l .0 ns <0.7 ns <0.7 ns

DC Power 0.8 W 0.8 W o.svv

f An early developmental model to demonstrate feasibility.

* A circulator with its one port terminated is used as the isolator in Model II

and in Model III. For Model III, this circulator and the circulator in the modulator
are integrated to form a four-port circulator.

5 Measured with the differentially coherent phase detector.
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insertion loss of the modulator including two circulator passes is about

1 dB in the 50 ~ 60-GHz range, and 100 mW of output power is ob-

tained at the output port of the circulator.
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APPENDIX

An Equivalent Circuit of a PIN Diode Switch

In this appendix, we discuss the transformation necessary to get

180 degrees phase shift by a PIN diode. Suppose that the waveguide

impedance is R and a reciprocal two-port network is inserted between

R and the diode as illustrated in Fig. 25. Let the impedance looking

into the two-port from the diode position be Z* and define power

waves at ports 1 and 2 with reference impedances R and Za

respectively. For example, the incident and i effected power waves

at port 2 are given by2G

a? =
V2 + ZJ2

2VReZ„
6, =

F2 - Z*h
2-s/ReZa

(1)

The two-port network is characterized by a scattering matrix as follows:

L&2J

= s
a

La2J

.s

s 0J

a

\_a-2J

(2)

LOSSLESS
RECIPROCAL
NETWORK

n
"°

1

I

nI PIN DIODE

^(Z„2 2 )

I

.O 1

Fig. 25—Two-port network representing the switch circuit.
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In the scattering matrix S n = S22 = 0, since both ports are matched
when the reference impedances are connected, and *S, 2 = S2 ,

= s,

since reciprocity is assumed. When Z
x

is connected to port 2, V2 =
—ZJ2 . Substituting into (1), we have

* = |ff *• (3)

From (2) and (3), the reflected wave at port 1 is given by

» Z\ Z a , Z\ — Za
bl = sa

'-'

= s z7Tz* b2 = s z7Vz* sa
>

Consequently, when the diode impedance is Z, , the reflection coefficient

at port 1 becomes

&, 2 Zl - Zn= s
a, Z, + Z*

Similarly, when the diode impedance is Z2 , the same reflection coefficient

becomes s
2
(Z 2 - Z„)/(Z2 + Z*). To get 180 degrees phase shift with

equal losses in the two bias states, therefore, we have

*»-* = -Z - ~ Z
°

(4)
z, + z* z 2 + z* w

Assuming that the denominators are not equal to zero, (4) is equivalent

to

2Z.Z, + (Z, + Z2)(Z* - Z„) - 2ZaZ* = 0.

Suppose Z, = r, + jx\ , Z2 = r2 + j.r2 , and Z„ = r„ + jxa , then the

above equation shows that

r, + r2 \ (r, + r2)

Figure 26 shows the equivalent circuit. If the magnitude of X\ = — 1/wC
is much larger than

|
s2 |

and r, and r2 are small quantities of the same

order of magnitude, we have

*.S-^-, r.tt i.
''''

?
•

(5)
'' '' r,y, , r5

Since the exchangeable power is invariant to lossless transformations,

if the two-port is lossless, the incident power P, at port 1 in Fig. 25

can be calculated from the equivalent circuit in Fig. 26. Under the
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PIN DIODE

(z„ Z 2 )

Fig. 26—Equivalent circuit of the PIN diode switch.

same approximation as (5), we obtain

En I

2 \E I'"

Pi = E„

4/?. 4r,. Vr!
(6)

where Ep is the peak RF voltage applied to the diode. Equation (6)

gives the maximum power handling capability of the ISO-degree phase

switch when Ep is limited. It is worth noting that (6) is quite different

from the formula derived by M. E. Hines
27
without taking into account

the insertion loss condition in the two switching states.

When Ep is equal to 10 V and
| a*i |

is 100 Q and r, = r2 ,

xa ^ -50 fl, ra ^ 50 Q, P, ^-125 mW.

These numbers are used in the design of the PIN diode.
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